Abstract
Introduction
In recent decades international trade and moving firms to global market has grown more than ever. For develop trade, economies around the world are seeking elimination complexity in order to achieve international markets and trade liberalization. Company for enter the world market have benefited various approaches, one of them is export development approach . According to that export was required using a minimum of resources, it has lowest risk and also minimum organizational commitment. Thus, this approach the most popular and easiest adopted approach by company is effort for login and influence to foreign markets (Singh 2009 ). Foreign trade is one of the most important topics in economic development of the country. In this section is source of foreign exchange incomes for investment and attract of modern technology in order to increase the economic production for every State. (Khalilian & Farhadi 2002) The aims of export company from supply of goods to foreign markets is acquired profit, continuous income, and increase competitiveness. Identification determining factors of export performance for its improve is most important factor balancing between countries' economy with global economy. (Navarro & Zornoza 2003) 
Trust and Effective Commitment as Promoter Forces for Export Performance
Blomer Et al. 2012 The results showed that trust and commitment have great effect on the performance of exporter companies.
Export
The simplest way for enter foreign markets is exports. Export used when the company every so often production surplus domestic consumption sells to foreign purchases. Overall export is means services of companies that in it domestic products will be sold to foreign customers and in this process to products is given value added. Exports resources are important because companies in this manner can be used their resources in export and they have more and better export. (Gilaninia 2012) 
Conditions of Firms for Exporting
1. Having production and export capabilities 2. Having actual and potential comparative advantage than competitors (Degree of competitiveness firm or industry in foreign markets) 3. Favorable conditions of economic, environment, political (Lee & Giorgis 2012) Export Barriers, Difficulties and Restrictions 
Export Performance
Export performance is typical engineering in economic growth of countries and it has importance in the competition among countries. Export performance is one of the fundamental aspects for decision making in international trade. The success rate of company in export can be evaluated with its export performance. For measuring of export performance there are three different criteria financial, non-financial and complex. Criteria such as sales, profit and growth are financial criteria and also criteria such as success satisfaction, achieve goals are nonfinancial criteria. Combined criteria are built based on a different options performance metrics. 
Conclusions
Overall export is means services of companies that in it domestic products will be sold to foreign customers and in this process to products is given value added. Conditions of firms and companies for exporting are included having production and export capabilities, having actual and potential comparative advantage than competitors (Degree of competitiveness firm or industry in foreign markets), and favorable conditions of economic, environment, political. Export performance is typical engineering in economic growth of countries and it has importance in the competition among countries. Export performance is one of the fundamental aspects for decision making in international trade. Export performance is divided into 4 categories that are included financial goals, purpose of communication with shareholders, strategic goals, Organizational learning goals. Export tools and incentives of government are provided the form of knowledge. They are subjective knowledge and practical knowledge. Subjective knowledge through procedures of standardization such as research reports about market. Practical knowledge was in associated with foreign business and it has flow between the companies and one aspect of differentiation between the company's approach and acquire knowledge about export market.
